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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S? be a real solvable Lie algebra. Any irreducible quotient 
module of the adjoint representation of 9 acting on its complexi- 
fication gives rise to a unique real or complex-valued linear form on Z’. 
Throughout the paper, such a linear form will be referred to as a 
root of 9.l 9’ is called exponential, if its roots are of the form 
(1 + +44 (~E=!Q h w ere 01 is a real number, and r(L) a real-valued 
linear function on 9’. Let us denote by G (or by exp 9) the connected 
and simply connected Lie group corresponding to 9. As it is known 
(cf. [3] and [Iq) 9 is exponential if and only if the exponential map 
establishes an analytic isomorphism between the underlying spaces 
of 9 and G, respectively. In this case G will be called an exponential 
group. It is easy to see, that 9 is exponential if and only if the 
numerical function det((exp a& - 1)/a&) (LE 9) never vanishes 
on 9. Using this, we can conclude, that G is exponential if and only if 
the Jacobian of the exponential map is never singular. An important 
special case is that of the connected and simply-connected nilpotent 
Lie groups; in this case the roots vanish identically. 
The problem of the classification of all irreducible unitary represen- 
tations of an exponential group G = exp dp on a Hilbert space 
has been studied recently extensively (cf. [lo], [2] and [14]); we 
summarize the main results as follows. Let H be a subalgebra of 9, 
and g some element in the dual 9” of the underlying space of 2. 
We say, that H is subordinated to g if its first derived algebra, as a 
subspace of 9, is perpendicular to g; we write for this H < g. 
* This work was partially supported by N.&F. grant 76-83. 
1 Definitions and notations explained in Section I will not be repeated later. 
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We denote by exp H the subgroup, which is the image of H 
under the exponential map, of G. If H < g, the formula 
x(exp h) = exp[i(h, g)] (h E H) d e nes a continuous l-dimensional fi 
unitary representation of exp H, and we write ind(H, g) for the 
unitary representation, induced by 2, of G. Let us denote by 
u(u) (u E G) the adjoint representation of G and let us put 
p(a) = (u(a-1))‘. If 0 is the orbit of g with respect to p, we have 
the result that ind(H, g) is irreducible if and only if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: (1) dim H = dim A? - Q dim 0, (2) The 
linear variety g + HJ- is contained in 0 (HL stands for the orthogonal 
complement of H in A?‘). It can be shown, that for any given g 
an H < g, with which (1) and (2) hold, can be found. Furthermore, 
for two pairs H < g and HI < g, we have ind(H, g) = ind(H, , g,) 
in the sense of unitary equivalence, if and only if g and g, lie on 
the same orbit of p. Finally, any irreducible unitary representation 
of G is representable in the form ind(H, g) by specifying H and g 
in an appropriate manner. 
If G is nilponent, its irreducible unitary representations possess 
further properties. Before stating these, let us recall, that a unitary 
representation T of a locally compact group 9 is CCR, if any operator 
of the form T, = J,f(a) T(a) d a, where da is a right-invariant Haar 
measure on ‘9, and f a complex-valued function summable with 
respect to it, is completely continuous. $9 itself is called CCR, if all 
of its irreducible representations are CCR. Let us assume now, that G 
is nilpotent; then for any irreducible representation T and 4p in 
C,“(G), the operator T, is of trace class, implying that G is CCR. 
Furthermore, the trace of T, in its dependence on 9 and the orbit 0 
of T can be described as follows (for all this, see, e.g., [3], Part II, 
Ch. II, Sections 5 and 6). Let us identify the underlying spaces of G 
and 9, respectively, by means of the exponential map, and accord- 
ingly, let us assume F as a CF function on 9. We form its Fourier 
transform through the formula 
r+(P) = J, ~(8) exp[i(7?, e’)] de. (8’ E Y) 
Here d/ stands for a positive translation-invariant measure on 9’. 
With these notations we have the relation 
TrV,) = 1, $40 dv, (1) 
where dv is a positive measure, invariant with respect to p, on 0. 
The measures da and de, used in the left- and right-hand sides 
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respectively, having been fixed, the measure &, called also the 
canonical measure of 0, is uniquely determined on all orbits, and 
admits a direct analytical description by aid of a certain differential 
form on 0 (cf. [15] and Section 3 below for further details). 
The purpose of the present paper is to study the possibility of 
obtaining results similar to those just enumerated in the nilpotent 
case, for any exponential group. We begin by showing (cf. Section 2), 
that if an irreducible representation of an exponential group G 
is CCR, then the corresponding orbit is closed in the vector space 
topology of 9’. This conclusion lends itself readily, first, by anti- 
cipating the fact, suggested by several authors in the nilpotent 
case, that the canonical bijection, described above, between the 
set 8, equipped now with the hull-kernel topology, of all equivalence 
classes of irreducible representations of G and the orbit space P/p 
is a homeomorphism, and second, by taking into account the observa- 
tion, based on a result, of Rosenberg and of Fell, according to which 
an irreducible representation of any separable locally compact 
group 3 is CCR if and only if the corresponding point of @ is closed 
(cf. [4], Proposition 3). The main burden of the proof lies in an 
analysis of a representation of the form ind(H, g), where H riced 
not satisfy any of the two conditions of irreducibility. As a 
sideproduct of these considerations we obtain the following result: 
If dim H = dim 9- *dim 0 holds, then the representation ind(H, g) 
is a finite direct sum of irreducible representations. Next we turn 
to the question of deriving a formula like (1) in the exponential case. 
We start doing this by setting up for the finite or infinite trace of the 
operator T$T, , where T = ind(H, g) is irreducible and q E C:(G), 
a certain analytic expression involving H, g and the Fourier transform 
of a CF function, closely related to F’, on 9. (cf. Section 3). We use 
this to obtain a condition, in order that T, be of class Hilbert-Schmidt, 
in the form of the convergence of the integral, extended over the 
orbit 0 of g with respect to a positive p-invariant measure, of a 
nonnegative rapidly decreasing function derived from F. However, 
to prove this convergence, we were obliged to impose extra conditions 
on 9, insofar we had to assume, that its image under the adjoint 
representation is algebraic. In Section 4 we prove for an arbitrary 
exponential G, that any orbit of p is open in its closure. Though not 
immediately related to the problem at hand, we observe that this 
implies that, in the exponential case, the nilradical is regularly 
embedded. At the same time we recall, that, by virtue of an example 
of Auslander (cf. [I], p. 173), this may be false even when, as in 
the exponential case, the solvable group under consideration is of 
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type I. Finally, Section 5 contains the convergence proof referred 
to above under the indicated restriction. Beside the result of Section 4, 
the proof uses a theorem of Hormander on the asymptotic behavior 
of polynomials of several real variables on hypersurfaces (cf. [9], 
p. 276). The final result may be summed up as follows. Let T be an 
irreducible representation with the closed orbit 0 and p) a CF function 
on G, identified with 2 by aid of the exponential map. Then the 
operator T, is of class Hilbert-Schmidt, and we have the following 
formula. 
(2) 
Here dv is a positive invariant measure, which can be computed by 
precisely the same algorithm as the canonical measure of the 
nilpotent case (cf. [15]). Th e f unction w is obtained by forming 
ql” x cp(qJ-(a) = cp(a-1) A(b), and x stands for convolution), and 
multiplying it by a function X(exp /) (/E P’) depending only on T, 
and given by 
where 9 is a certain subsystem of the roots of OLP, and A denotes 
the module of the right-invariant Haar measure da on G, that is 
j,f(s-la) da = d(s) /,f(a) da. (f E corn> 
for any s in G. 
Observe, that if 3 is nilpotent, then ad2 is algebraic and h = 1. 
2. ORBITS OF CCR REPRESENTATIONS 
Before stating the main propositions of this section, we recall 
several definitions and results. Let ‘3 be a separable locally compact 
group and 9 a family of unitary representations of 8. We say, that 
the unitary representation T of 9 is weakly contained in 9, if any 
positive-definite function associated with T can be approximated, 
uniformly on compact sets, by finite sums of positive-definite functions 
associated with members of 9; we write for this T E 9. If .Z is a 
closed subgroup of 9 and U a unitary representation of X, we write 
ind Haprsr U for the representation induced by U in B. We are going to 
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make in this section a repeated use of the following result due to 
Fell (cf. [5], Th eorem 7.2, p. 260). Let now 8 be a family of unitary 
representations of the subgroup X, and suppose, that T is weakly 
contained in %. Then the representation indtiTg T of 9 is weakly 
contained in the set of unitary representations of the form indzt9 U, 
where U runs over the elements of g. Assume again, that 3 is an 
exponential algebra, and H a subalgebra of Z subordinated to the 
element g of 9’ (that is, H < g). If Z0 is some subalgebra, containing 
H, of 9, we write ind(H, g; ZO) for the representation, induced by 
the character, corresponding to g, of exp H, of exp 5$. Hence, 
in particular, we may write ind(H, g; H) for the inducing character 
just mentioned. Let T be a unitary representation of G = exp 3, 
and f some element in 3’. In what follows often we shall write f E T 
to express the fact, that the irreducible representation, which corre- 
sponds to the orbit off in dp’, is weakly contained in the one-element 
set (T}. 
The proof of the following Proposition 1 is somewhat lengthy, but 
it has much in common with the reasoning of Proposition 2 in [14]. 
PROPOSITION I. Suppose that the subalgebra H of a positive 
dimension of the exponential algebra 2 is subordinated to g (g # 0). 
Then the unitary representation ind(H, g) weakly contains the irre- 
ducible representation corresponding to the orbit of g. 
Remark. Since evidently ind(H, g) remains unchanged upon 
replacing g by g + hl, where hl belongs to HI, we can conclude 
at the same time, that g + HI C ind(H, g). 
Proof. We are going to proceed by induction, by assuming the 
truth of the statement to be proved for algebras of a dimension less 
than dim 9, and for subalgebras of a codimension in 9 less than 
that of H. Observe, that the proposition is evident, if dim 9 = 1. 
We shall carry out the proof in three parts. 
(I). Assume first, that 9 contains a non-zero idealf orthogonal 
to g. Then 3’ will contain a nonzero minimal ideal (denoted again 
by f) with the same property. Observe, that any nonzero minimal 
ideal of 9 is of dimension I or 2, and is Abelian. We distinguish 
two cases. 
(a) Let us assume first, that a f, as just mentioned, exists in H. 
We form the quotient 2 = P/f and observe, that the dual 2’ of 9 
can be canonically identified with the subspace f I of Y. We write 
G = exp 5? and denote by w the canonical homomorphism of G 
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onto i;r. Then evidently dw(H) < g, and by known properties of 
induced representations ind(dw(H), g) o w = ind(H, g). By induction 
we have g E ind(dw(H), g), and therefore to obtain g E ind(H, g) it 
suffices to observe, that if the irreducible representation T of G 
corresponds to g in 8’ then T o w corresponds to g in 9. 
(b) If f I$ H, let us form the subalgebra HI = H +f. 
For this, too, we have HI < g; in fact, [HI , HI] + f 1 g. Since 
dim HI > dim H, by the assumption of our inductive procedure 
we can conclude, that g E ind(H, , g), and therefore it suffices to 
show, that ind(H, , g) E ind(H, g). Since, by induction through 
stages, we have 
ind(H, g) = exp$~~xg3 , ind(K g; Hi), 
1 
by virtue of the theorem of Fell quoted above, it is enough to establish, 
that ind(H, g; HI) 3 ind(H, , g; HI). In fact, we have by definition 
ind(H, , g) = exp,&~xp~ , ind(H,, g; fW 
The relation just formulated is valid, by induction, if dim HI < dim 9, 
and therefore, we can restrict ourselves to considering the case, 
when HI = H + f = 9. Here we shall distinguish two subcases. 
(b,) Let us assume first, that dimf = 1. We writef = {e}, 
ad/e = h(e) e (/E 3’). Ho = H n ker X and assume, that dim H/H, = 1; 
the case when Ho = H can be handled through easy modifica- 
tions. We denote by S the subspace of elements, orthogonal to 
g of Ho, and observe, that S is an ideal in 9. In fact, we have 
[S, 91 = [S, H + f] = [S, H] C S, since H < g and [S, H] C ker h. 
There are two possibilities: (b,,) 5’ c H,, ; (b,,) S = Ho . In case (b,,) 
there exist elements a and b of H satisfying A(u) = 1, a 1 g, X(b) = 0 
and (b, g) = 1. Observe, that [a, b] = 0 (S); in fact, [a, b] E ker X, 
[a, b] i g and [a, b] E H. Therefore reasoning as in (a) (with S 
in place off lot. cit.) we conclude, that it suffices to establish the 
following statement. Assume, that the Lie algebra 3” is spanned 
by the elements a, e and b satisfying [a, e] = e, the other brackets 
being zero. Let g be an element of X’, with e, a J- g. Then we have 
ind({u, b}, g) 3 ind(Z, g). We shall give the proof later below 
(cf. Lemma 1). In case (b,,), in the same fashion, it suffices to consider 
the following problem. Define Z’ = {a, e} through [a, e] = e; 
assume, that g E 3”’ is orthogonal to e. Then ind({u), g) 3 ind(X, g). 
For the proof, cf. Lemma 2 below. 
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(bs) Assume now, that dimf = 2. Then there exists a basis 
(6r , /s} of f with a&(&) = S(G)(Ji - o&.), ade(e,) = 8(4(,/r + /a) 
(GEM), (II real and # 0, and (tj,g)=O (j= 1,2), sincefIg. 
In this case, 6 + 0 on H, since otherwise, by virtue of 9 = H + f, 
we would have 6 = 0. Observe also, that in this case H nf = 0. 
In fact, if ai/, + ~~6~ E H, and 6(h) = 1, h E H, then 
too, belongs to H. But because of 01 + 0, (ur , u2) and (ui , ui) are 
linearly independent if (a r , ua) # 0, and therefore H Cf, contrary 
to our assumption. We write Ho = H n ker 6; by what preceeds, 
we have dim H/Ho = 1. Let S be the subspace of elements, orthogonal 
to g of Ho ; one shows, as in (b,), that S is an ideal in 9. Next we 
distinguish two cases: (b2J S g H; (b,,) 5’ = H. In case (b,,), there 
exist elements a, b in H such that 6(u) = 1, (a, g) = 0, (b, g) = 1, 
6(b) = 0. Furthermore, [a, b] belongs to S; in fact it certainly lies 
in H,,, and because of H < g, we have also [a, b] 1 g. Therefore, 
reasoning as in (b,,), we conclude, that it is enough to establish the 
following statement. Assume, that the Lie algebra X is spanned by 
the elements {a, 8, , Cz , b) satisfying [a, t,] = Cl - CL/~, [a, tf,] = 
4 + 4 9 all other brackets being zero. Let g in X’ be such, 
that (a, g) = (tj, g) = 0 (j = 1, 2), (b, g) = 1. Then we have 
ind((u, b}, g) 3 ind(.X, g); for the proof, cf. Lemma 3 below, Similarly, 
case (b,,) can be settled through observing (cf. Lemma 4 below), that 
if X = {a, r!r , t2}, [a, 6r-j = 8, - &a . [a&] = &r + ez = 0, and if 
(fj, g) = 0 (j = 1, 2) then ind({u, b}) 3 ind(9, g). 
II. Here we assume, that there exists no nonzero ideal perpen- 
dicular to g, but there exists a minimal ideal f different from the 
(now necessarily 0- or l-dimensional) center C of 9. We consider 
separately the cases, when dimf = 1 or 2 respectively. 
(a) We write f = {e}; by virtue of our assumption we have 
(e, g) # 0. Let us put u&e = h(d) e (/E 2’); since f # C, we have 
h + 0. We write 9, = ker X and distinguish two subcases 
(4 H @ % ; 
(4 H C % - 
(al). Observe, that now f cannot be contained in H. 
In fact, otherwise, choosing h in H with X(h) = 1, since H < g, we 
would have to conclude, that e = [h, e] 1 g, and hence f 1 g. Next 
we show, that g0 contains a subalgebra HI with HI < g, such that 
ind(H, , g) E ind(H, g). From this we shall be able to conclude, 
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that it suffices to settle case (a,) listed above. To prove the statement 
just formulated, let us write H,, = H n -fLpO , Hi = H,, + f, and let 
us show, that Hi SO defined satisfies the requirements. Since [Hi, Hi] = 
[Ho, Ho] + [H,, , f] = [H,, , H,,] J- g, we have Hi < g. We write 
A = H + f and observe that, to prove ind(H, , g) E ind(H, g), by 
induction through stages and by the theorem of Fell it suffices to 
show, that ind(H, , g; g) E ind(H, g; g). Let S be the subspace of 
elements, orthogonal to g, of H, . We prove, reasoning as in I (b,), 
with I? in place of 9, that S is an ideal in n, and that to obtain the 
desired conclusion, it suffices to prove the following. Let Y be as 
in 1 thd or 1 PI,) and suppose that (b, g) # 0. Then we have 
ind({a, b), g) 3 ind({e, b), g) and ind({a}, g) 3 ind({e), g); this is shown 
in Lemma 1 and 2 below. 
(as) Let us write G,, = exp Z0 and observe, that 
ind(H, g) = indoolJind(H, g; YJ]. We denote by 7~ the canonical 
projection from DLP’ onto 9; and observe, that by virtue of the 
hypothesis of our induction, we have rg E ind(H, g; 9s). Let U be the 
irreducible representation, belonging to rg, of Go . To prove 
g E ind(H, g>, by virtue of the theorem of Fell it is enough to show, 
that indc,?c 7J is irreducible. To do this we observe, that because of 
(e, g) # 0, the Lie algebra of the stable group, with respect to the 
restriction of p (cf. Section 1) to f’, of the projection g of g onto f' 
coincides with & . Furthermore, since the orbits are simply connected, 
the stable group of g is precisely G, = exp go . Also, f being in the 
center of -Ep, , we have U(exp(te)) = exp[it(e, g)] I. As it is known 
(cf. [11]) all th is suffices to conclude, that indc,rc U is irreducible. 
(b) Here we assume, that f is a two-dimensional minimal 
ideal, not orthogonal to g. Therefore, there exists a basis {/, , lz} 
off with a&/i = S(e)(& - 01/a), uUs = 8(/)(,/i + /,), (II # 0 and 
6 f 0 (8 E 9). Let us write So = ker 6 and distinguish two 
possibilities: (b,) H $ -rip, , (b,) H C 9, . 
(b,) Here again, as in (al) we construct a subalgebra HI subor- 
dinated to g, and contained in Z0 , such that ind(H, g) 3 ind(H, , g); 
in this fashion, it will suffice to consider (b,) below. Because of 
the great similarity, we restrict ourselves to sketching the procedure. 
First we show again, as in I (bs), that H n f = 0. Let us write next 
Ho = H n -Ep and HI = H,, + f; then HI satisfies the requirement. 
To show this, it is enough to establish, that if K is defined as in I (b2J 
or I (b,,), and g in JCL satisfies (b, g) # 0, and (8’; , g)” + (/a , g)2 # 0 
in both cases, then we have ind({a, b}, g) 3 ind({J, ,8, , b}, g) and 
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ind({a}, g) 3 ind({e, , &J, g), respectively. (Cf. Lemma 3 and 
Lemma 4.) 
(b,) If H C 9,) then it is the reasoning of (aa) which has 
to be copied. The orbits of the restriction of 8 to f’ are countably 
separated and simply-connected. Therefore, in particular, the stable 
group of the projection of g onto f' coincides with G, = exp gO. 
Let us define U as Zoc. cit.; to prove, that g E ind(H, g) it is enough 
to establish, that indcorc U is irreducible. For this it suffices again 
to observe, that U(exp(G + t&)) = exp[i(t14 + t24 , g)] 4 
(t i , t, E R), which is immediate from the fact, that f is in the center 
of .,YO. 
III. Finally, we consider the case, when there exists no ideal 
orthogonal to g and every ideal contains the center C, of dimension 1, 
of 9. We denote by f a minimal ideal properly containing C. Then 
we have either dim f/C = 1 or dim f/C = 2; we consider these 
two cases separately. 
(a) If dimf/C = 1, we can assume, that f is spanned by the 
two linearly independent elements c E C and f, where (c, g) f 0 
and (3, g) = 0. W e write adeJ = S(Q>J + y(8) c (8~ 9) and observe, 
that by virtue of our assumptions y f 0; hence if go = ker y, we 
have dim S/S0 = 1. For later use we mention, that Y0 is the Lie 
algebra of the projection of g onto f ‘. Next we distinguish two 
subcases: 
(4 H $ % ; 
(ad HC %a 
As far as case (al) is concerned, we start by observing, that here 
we have either Hnf = 0 or Hnf = C. In fact, if /= uf+bc 
belongs to H, and if h in H is such, that r(h) = 1, then, because 
of H < g, [h, 4 = a[h, J] = aS(h)J + UC must be orthogonal to g, 
hence d. = 0. In this fashion if H n f = 0, then H + C = 9 is 
impossible and therefore, proceeding as in I (b), we can assume 
from the beginning, that CC H. Next we show, that if H $ L&, 
then there exists a subalgebra HI, subordinated to g, in dp, such 
that ind(H, , g) E ind(H, g), thus reducing case (a,) to case (as), 
We write H,, = H n 9s ; we have dim H/H, = 1. Let us put 
H, = Ho + f and prove, that HI so defined satisfies the requirement. 
We have certainly HI C 9, ; moreover 
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and the right-hand side is orthogonal to g, hence Hi < g. Next we 
observe, that as, e.g., in case II (a,), we can assume, that H + f = 3. 
Let us write Hs = H n ker 6, and Z = Ho n H8 ; the latter, being 
the centralizer off, is an ideal. Denoting by S the subspace of elements, 
orthogonal to g, of Z we have Z = C + S, and S, too, is an ideal 
in 2’. In fact, we have [S, 21 = [Z, 6p] C Z = C -f S; but the 
left-hand side is the same, as [S, H] which, because of H < g, 
is orthogonal to g, and therefore [S, 2’1 C S. Next we distinguish 
three possibilities: 
(all) H8 n 4 CL Ho ; 
(al21 HE = H 
(4 Ha = f& . 
In the first case there exist elements a and b in H such that 
8(a) = 0, y(a) = 1, (a, g) = 0 and 6(b) = 1, y(b) = 0, (b, g) = 0. 
Let us observe, that this implies [a, b] = a (S). In fact, it is clear, 
that [a, b] = eta + s, where s E S and LX is some constant. To show, 
that 01 = 1, because of [a, J] = c and [s, f’] = 0, it is enough to 
observe, that OIC = [[a, b],f] = [a, [b,f]] - [b, [a,f]] = c. Since 
a, b,f and c span 9 modulo S, to obtain the desired conclusion, 
it suffices to prove the following. Assume, that the Lie algebra Y is 
generated by a, b, f, and c, satisfying [b,f] = f, [b, a] = -a, 
[a,f] = c, all other brackets being zero. Assume furthermore, 
that g in %’ is orthogonal to a, b and f, and (c, g) # 0; then 
ind({a, b, c>, g) = ind({f, b, c}, g). But this is certainly so, since, 
as one verifies easily, denoting by 0 the orbit of g, we have 
dim .9 - ?$ dim 0 = 3, and 0 being closed, both sides give the 
irreducible representation belonging to 0 (cf. [14], Proposition 7, 
p. 505). An analysis, similar to what has just been carried out, shows 
that, in case (ai2), it is enough to verify the following (which verifica- 
tion we leave to the reader). Assume, that 2? is spanned by a, f and c 
with the only nonzero bracket [a,f] = c; then, if (a, g) = (f, g) = 0 
and (c, g) f 0 (g E X’), we have ind({a, c}, g) = ind({f, c}, g). 
Finally, in case (al,) we have p0 = ker y = ker 6, and 
we can write y = d6, where d is a nonzero constant. We have thus 
adl(j + dc) = ad/j = S(/)>f + y(8) c = S(/)(f + dc) for all 8 in 9, 
hence, to arrive at the desired conclusion, it is enough to apply the 
reasoning of II (ai). 
For (a,), we proceed very much in the same fashion as we did, 
e.g., in II (aJ. We observe first, that the orbits of the restriction 
of p to f’ are countably separated and simply-connected. From this 
we conclude first, using a remark made at the beginning of III (ai) 
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that the stable group of the projection of g onto f’ coincides with 
exp 5$. Next, as in II we observe that it suffices to show that, 
if U belongs to the orbit of the projection of g onto the dual of PO, 
then indcorc U is irreducible (G, = exp 9J. For this it is enough to 
prove, that for any real u and t we have 
U(exp(d + tc)) = exp[i(d + tc, g)]. 
But this is clear, since the l-dimensional subalgebra (J} is an 
ideal in 9, , and is orthogonal to g; therefore U(exp(uf)) = I. 
(b) We assume now, that there exists no ideal, in which the 
center has a codimension 1. Let f be an ideal, such that f 3 C and 
dimflC = 2. We can select a basis (e, , lz, C} in f, such that c E C, 
(tj, g) = O(j= 1,2) and 
ad&; = q&t1 - cd&) + ,(c!) c, 
adtf& = S(@M$ + &) + ,(4) c (a E 9; a # 0, 6 f 0). 
Let us observe immediately, that y1 , ya and 6 are linearly independent. 
In fact, if dim{y, , yz , S> = 1, we can write yr = bra, yz = 6,S; 
but then, writing t1 = /i + arc, ta = /a + a2c, with 
a 1 - czzz = 6, , aa1 + a-2 = b, , 
we obtain ad&r = s(e)(tl - ala), &%.a = S(r!)(& + ta) (GE 9) and 
thus we have the situation discussed in II(b). To prove, that 
dim{y, , y2 , S} = 2, too, is impossible, let us consider the Lie algebra 
X of all 3 x 3 real matrices of the form 
It is easy to verify, that the only 2-dimensional subalgebra of % 
coincides with the collection of all elements, for which x0 = 0. 
On the other hand, the map o(d) = (---6(Q), -yr(e), -ys(o) (8~ 9) 
is a homomorphism of 9 in X. Thus, if dim{y, , yz , S} = 2, we 
have dim w(Z) = 2 and in this fashion, by the observation just 
made, we would have to conclude, that 6 = 0. We observe also, 
that f is Abelian. In fact, we have for any / in 9: u&([/~ , /a]) = 
[adee, 4 + [4 9 a&J = 26(4[4 , /a]; therefore, if [& , &a] f 0, we 
would have an ideal, different from the center, of dimension 1, 
contrary to our assumptions. Let us put go = ker yr n ker ya ; 
according to what proceeds we have dim Z/g0 = 2, and for later 
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use let us observe, that 9s coincides with the Lie algebra of the 
stabilizer of the projection of g onto f’ (with respect to the restriction 
tof’ of p). Next we discuss separately the following two possibilities: 
In the first case we prove the existence of a subalgebra HI , sub- 
ordinated to g and contained in 9s) such that ind(H, , g) E ind(H, g), 
thus reducing (b,) to (b,). In doing this, as in II( (b,) we can 
assume that H + f = DEP. Let us write H,, = H n 9s and distinguish 
two subcases: 
(b,,) dim H/Ho = 2; 
(his) dim H/Ho = 1. 
We put Ha = H n ker S, and observe, that it is enough to consider 
the subcase of (b,,), when Ho r\ Ha $ Ho . In fact, otherwise 8 depends 
linearly on y1 and yz , the latter being linearly independent. Therefore, 
by virtue of a reasoning discussed above we have 8 = 0. We put 
9i = ker yr and apply, replacing, if necessary, H by H + C, the 
reasoning of (a) above, to obtain a subalgebra L C Z1, such that 
L < g and ind(L, g) E ind(H, g). Repeating next the same reasoning 
with L and 9s in place of H and 2Z1 respectively, we arrive finally 
at a subalgebra HI C 9, satisfying ind(H, , g) E ind(H, g). We 
assume therefore, that H,, n HB g H,, and observe, that in this case 
H n f # 0 implies H n f = C. In fact, let 6’ = al/, + &a + UC 
belong to f. Then we have, 
fwyt”d + y2vw, d = 09 
.for any h in H:O = ([h, KJ, g) = 
implymg, 
1- 2- * Therefore 
sinceH(; $ #$ that 
C $ H entails and 
thus, writing L = H + C and taking into account that 
ind(H, g) = ind,xp,,,(ind(H, g; L)), by virtue of the hypothesis 
of our induction and the theorem of Fell quoted above, we may 
conclude that ind(L; g) E ind(H, g), and thus from now on we shall 
assume that C C H. Let us denote by Z the intersection of H,, and HB, 
and by S the subspace of elements, orthogonal to g, of 2; 
we have Z = C + S. S is an ideal in 2, since so is 2, and 
[S, Z] = [S, H] = [S + C, HI _C 2, but the left-hand side is 
perpendicular to g, and thus [S, 5?] C S. Next using reasonings, 
analogous to those explained in (a) above, we conclude, that to 
obtain the subalgebra HI with the desired properties it suffices to put 
HI = Ho + f and prove the following (cf. [14], b., p. 503). Suppose, 
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that the G-dimensional exponential algebra X is spanned by the 
elements h, a, , a2 , t1 , e, , 01, satisfying the relations 
m a11 = -(a1 + %I, [h, %I = "1 - %, 
[h, 4 = 4 - 4 3 [h 41 = 4 + 4 , 
[Ui , lj] = s;jc 6, i = 1, 3, 
all other brackets being zero. Then we have 
ind(@, al , a2, 4, g) = ind({h, 4, 4, 4, g>. 
This can be shown by applying the theorems quoted in Section 1; 
the reader can find a verification by direct computations in [2], 
Lemma 7, Chap. II. 
Now for (blJ, if dim H/H,, = 1, we can obtain a subalgebra H1 
with the necessary properties by applying one of the previous cases. 
In fact, we assume again, that H + f = 9. Now y1 and yz are 
linearly dependent and therefore it suffices to apply II or III(a,), 
according to whether 6 f 0 or 6 = 0, respectively. 
There remains to be considered finally the case (b,), that is, when 
H C 2Z0 = ker y1 n ker yz . An easy computation shows, that in this 
case, too, the orbits of the restriction of p to f' are countably separated 
and simply connected (cf. [17], p. 153). From this we infer, that 
the stable group of the projection of g onto f’ coincides with 
G, = exp orZO. Let U be the irreducible representation, belonging 
to the projection z-g of g onto 9’;) of G, . Since ind(H, g) = 
ind&ind(H, rg; -%)), and since, by induction U E ind(H, ng; go), 
by virtue of the theorem of Fell it suffices to prove that indcorc U is 
irreducible. For this again it is enough to show, that for any real t, , t, 
and t we have U(exp(tc + tltl + t&J) = exp[i(tc + tltfl + tzlz , g)] I. 
But the 2-dimensional subalgebra {/;, /‘z) is an ideal, orthogonal to g, in 
Z0 , and thus U(exp(tc + tltl + t&z>) - U(exp(tc)) = exp[i(c, g) t] I. 
To finish the proof of Proposition 1 we need some results, used 
above, concerning low-dimensional exponential groups. These are 
more or less known, but for the sake of completeness we include here 
short proofs. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the Lie algebra 2 = {a, e, b) is defined by 
!::i! th=at 
e all other brackets being zero. Let g be an element in Y, 
Xther 
(4 g I a, e and (6 g) # 0, or 
(PI (a, g) = 0, (6, g) f 0, (e, g) f 0. 
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Then we have in caSe (a) ind((a, b), g) 3 ind(Z, g); in case (8) 
ind((a, b), g) 3 ind({c b}, g). 
Proof. Since 9 is direct product of the subalgebra PO = (a, e> 
with the center C = (bj, ind({a, b), g) is the outer direct product 
of the representations ind((a}, g; go) and ind({b), g; C); similarly, 
for ind((e, b}, g). Therefore Lemma 1 is contained in 
LEMMA 2. Let 3’ be the Lie algebra {a, e>, [a, e] = e. Suppose, 
that h in 9’ is such, that 9 < h (that is (e, h) = 0). Then, for any g 
in Z’, ind({a), g) 3 ind(di4, h). Furthermore, if (e, g) f 0 we have 
ind({a}, g) 3 ind({e}, g). 
Proof. Let {a’, e’} a basis, dual to {a, e} in 9’. 9” contains 
two two-dimensional orbits: 0, = (8’; 6” E 9, (e, 6”) > O> and 
O~=(~;R~L?,(e,~)<O}; we denote the corresponding irreducible 
representations by V+ and V- resp. The group exp 9 = G can be 
identified with the collection of pairs (t, x) (t, x = real numbers) 
with the multiplication (t, x)(t’, x’) = (t + t’, x + etx’). The repre- 
sentations V+ and V- can be realized in the space L2(R1) and if 
a = (r, x) and f ELM, we have (V*(a)f)(t) = exp[fietx] f(t + r). 
To prove Lemma 2, it suffices to establish the following two statements 
(a) ind((a), g) = V+ @ V- for any g in Z’, 
of G@) v+cor v-1 weakly contains any l-dimensional representation 
(a) In what follows we write x for (0, x) and t for (t, 0); let 
X and T, respectively, be the corresponding l-dimensional subgroups 
of G. Any element (t, x) of G an uniquely be represented as a product 
7 . y (7 E T, y E X); and we have 7 = t, y = edtx. For y in X and 
a in G let us write ya = t(ya) yLz (t(ya) E T, yE E X); if y = (0, y) 
a = (7, x), using what preceeds, an easy computation shows, that 
t(ya) = T and ye = (0, e--(y + x)). From this we conclude, that if 
x(t) = eiAt is any character of T, then, putting U = ind,, x, U can 
be realized in L2(R1), and for a = (T, z) we have (U(a)f)(y) = 
e(iA-11z)7f(e-7(y + x)) (f E L2(R1)). Writing 
and W(a) 9 = 9U(a) (a E G), an easy computation shows, that 
(W(a) F)(u) = exp[i(AT - ux) + 7/2] F(eTu). We denote by W+(a) 
and W-(a) the restriction of W to the invariant subspaces of functions, 
vanishing over (- CO, 0) and (0, + 03) respectively; we have 
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W = w+ @ W-. To finish the proof of (CX) it suffices to show, 
that I$‘+ (W-) is unitarily equivalent to V- (V+ resp.). To this end, 
let us consider the unitary map fl of L2(R1) onto itself defined by 
(flf)(t> = exp(Wf(t); one sees at once, that /lV-(a) (1* = ei”TV-(a) 
if a = (T, y). On the other hand, the map T from L2([0, +a]) 
onto L2(R1) defined by (TF)(t) = exp(t/2)F(e”) is unitary and one has 
TW+(u) = exp(ik) V-(a) T f i a = (T, y), proving that W+ and V- 
are unitarily equivalent. 
To prove (/I), it is enough to show, that there exists a sequence 
of elements {f, ; n = 1, 2,...,} in L2(R1), such that (V+(u)f% , f,J, 
uniformly on each compact set, converges to a nonzero constant. 
To this end let us define f(t) as exp(-t2) if t < -1, and 0 if t > -1, 
and let us putfm(t) = f(t/n) (n = 1, 2,...,). Then we have for a = (7, x) 
which converges, uniformly on 
J-’ e-212 dt, proving our statement. 
every compact in T and x, to 
Q.E.D. --m 
LEMMA 3. Suppose, that the Lie algebra 2 = {a, el, e2, b} is 
defined by the nonvanishing brackets [a, &J = tl - olZ2 , [a, t2] = 
cxtl + l2 (a # 0). Let g be an element of 9, such that either 
(4 a7 4 , t2 i g or (8) a I g, (b, g) f 0, (4 > g)” + (t2, g)” # 0. 
Then we have 
(a) ind({a, % g> 3 ind(z, g>; 
(P) ind(k, % d 3 ind((G , l2 , b), g). 
Just us in the case of Lemma 1, this follows from 
LEMMA 4. Suppose, that the Lie algebra 2 = {a, &l, /,> is dejined 
by the nonvanishing brackets [a, /J = /I - m/2 , [a, t2] = cJl + t2 
(a # 0). Suppose, that h in 2’ is such that 2’ < h. Then for any g in 9, 
ind({u), g) 3 ind(3, h). Furthermore, if (tl , g)” + (t2, g)” # 0. me 
have ind((u}, g) 3 W(4 , e2), g). 
Proof. The group G = exp 9 can be identified with the set 
of all pairs (t, z) (t = real, z = complex), with the multiplication (t, x) 
(t’, 2’) = (t + t’, z + e(l+ie)lZ’ ). We write again t = (t, 0) and z = (0, x) 
whenever convenient, and denote the corresponding subgroups 
by T and 2, respectively. Any element a of G can uniquely be written 
in the form zt (z E 2, t E T). Let us put tu = x(tu) t5 (x(tu) E 2, 
t5 E T); if a = (7, z), we have t5 = t j- 7 and x(U) = e(l+iu)tz. 
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From all this we conclude, that if x(z) = exp[&(zrZ)] (w # 0) is a 
character of 2, the space of the representation {Z’(a; w)) induced 
by it in G coincides with L2(R1), and forf in this space, and a = (7, V) 
we have (T(a; w)f)(t) = x(e (l+im”~)f(t + T). (If there is no need 
to indicate the argument a, we write T(w) for this representation). 
Let 9 be some character of T and let us put U = indr,, 9. To prove 
Lemma 4, it suffices to establish the following two statements. 
(01) U is continuous direct sum of the representations 
{T(-P); 0 < w  < 2%-j with respect to a measure, equivalent to 
the Lebesgue measure over [0, 2~). 
(j?) For any w, T(w) weakly contains all l-dimensional repre- 
sentations of G. In fact, by virtue of a theorem of Fell (cf. [.5j, 
Theorem 3.3, p. 299, (a) * pl im ies, that U weakly contains all the 
representations {T(---e2”); 0 < w  < 27r). On the other hand, any 
irreducible representation, induced by a character of 2, of G is 
equivalent to one of these representations. 
To prove (a), let us look for a realization of U. To this end, 
we observe first, that any element Q of G can uniquely be represented 
in the form tz (t E T, z E 2). If a = (7, D), we have t = 7, and 
2 = exp[-(1 + ia) 71 V. Writing za = t(.za) zd (t(xa E T, zd E Z), 
we have t(za) = T, XC = exp[-( 1 + ia) T](Z + v). In this fashion 
we may conclude, that U can be realized in the Hilbert space L2(Z) 
of functions, square-integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
over the complex plane, and for an element f of this space we have 
(U(a)f)(x) = v(T)f(exp[-(1 + &)r](x + v)). e-7. Writing [f EL2(Z)] 
F(u) = & J,f(z) exp[iRe(z6)] h = (.9-f)(u) 
and 
7 e”. eXp[-iRe(wc)] F(exp[(l - ia)T]U) [U = (7, w)], > 
one shows easily, that W(a) S = FU(a). Next we observe, that 
any nonzero complex number u can uniquely be written in the form 
exp(p + t - i&), where 0 < p < 27r. If u = x + ir, the Jacobian of 
(x, r) according to (t, p) equals 01 exp[2(p + t)]. Therefore the map A, 
carryingFEL2(Z) into (AF)(t, p) = 1 (Y / expb + t]F(exp(p + t - id)) 
is a unitary map from L2(Z) onto P([O, 2~) x RI), the latter formed 
by aid of the Lebesgue measures over [0,277) and R1, respectively. 
Furthermore, an easy computation shows, that (A W(u) F)(t, p) c= 
9(t) Vu, -e9 Aft4 14 on the right-hand side T(-ep) acting on t 
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for each 0 < p < 277. Therefore, to finish the proof of (LX) it suffices 
to show, that for a complex w, (w # 0), T(w) is unitarily equivalent 
to the tensor product of y and T(w), which we leave to the reader. 
(/I) To finish the proof of Lemma 4, there remains to be 
shown, that for w # 0, the representation T(w) contains weakly 
all l-dimensional representation of G. To this end, it is enough 
to repeat the corresponding reasonings of Lemma 2: We define 
{f,} CL2(R1) as lot. cit. and verify by an identical argument, that 
{( T(G 4 fib 9 f?d converges, uniformly on each compact set of G, 
to a nonzero constant, which fact suffices to prove the statement. 
Q.E.D. 
Before announcing the next Proposition, we recall the following 
results (cf. the Introduction of [6] for references). Let 9 be a separable 
locally compact group, and F(9) the set of equivalence classes 
of all (reducible or irreducible) unitary representations of 9. One 
can equip the set F(9) with a topology, having a countable basis, 
in the following fashion. A sequence {Tn) will converge to the limit 
element T if and only if every subsequence of {T,} weakly contains T. 
Let us denote by $ the subset of F(g) corresponding to the equiv- 
alence classes of irreducible representations of $9. The topology, 
just defined, on F(9) and the one, obtained by relativizing it to @ 
are called the inner hull-kernel topology and the hull kernel topology, 
respectively. Closed sets in the latter can be characterized through 
the fact, that they do not contain weakly any representation lying 
outside them. 
The following statement is generalization of an assertion of 
Kirillov (cf. [IO], Sec. 8, 3). We recall, that throughout this paper p 
denotes the representation, contragredient to the adjoint representa- 
tion, of some exponential group, specified by the context. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be an exponential group with the Lie algebra 
9. Then the canonical map is continuous from Y/p onto e, where these 
are assumed to be equipped with the quotient topology and hull-kernel 
topology, respectively. 
Proof. To obtain the desired conclusion, it suffices to prove the 
following. Let {g,> be a sequence of elements, converging to g, 
of 9’. Let 0, and 0 the orbits of g,, and g, and T, and T the 
representations, corresponding to 0, and 0, respectively (n = 1,2,...,). 
Then a subsequence of (T,} converges to T in the hull-kernel 
topology. We shall give the proof in two parts (cf. [lo], lot. cit.) 
(a) We denote by H, a subalgebra, subordinated to g, , such 
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that T, = ind(H, , g,) (n = 1, 2,...,). One verifies easily, that there 
exists a subsequence, to be denoted again by {H, ; n = 1, 2 ,..., >, 
which converges to a subalgebra H, subordinated to g, in the 
following sense. There exists a basis (Ljn’; j = 1, 2,..., d} in H,, 
(n = 1, 2 ,..., ), such that lim,,, 8j”) = 8j exists (j = 1, 2 ,..., d), and 
{/j ; j = 1, 2,..., d) constitutes a basis in H. From this we conclude, 
using Theorem 7.1 of [6], that the sequence {T, = ind(H, , g,)) 
converges to T’ = ind(H, g) in the inner hull-kernel topology. 
(In fact, one verifies easily, that the convergence, in the sense given 
above, of the sequence {H,} to H implies the convergence of the 
sequence of pairs {(exp H, , ind(H, , g, ; H,))} to (exp H, ind(H, g; H)) 
in the sense of the topology, given at p. 429 in [6], of the set Y(G) 
of all subgroup representations). 
(b) By virtue of Proposition 1, T’ contains weakly T; hence, 
so does every subsequence of {T,), and therefore we have 
lim n*m T, = T in the hull-kernel topology of G, proving 
Proposition 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an exponential group, and T an irreducible 
CCR representation of G. Then the orbit, corresponding to T in the 
dual of the Lie algebra of G, is closed. 
Proof. This will be an easy consequence of the following additional 
result of Fell. Let 3 be a separable locally compact group and T 
an irreducible unitary representation of 3. Then T is CCR if and 
only if the corresponding one-point set of 9 is closed in the hull- 
kernel topology (cf. [4], Proposition 3). Since by virtue of Proposition 2, 
the canonical map from Z’,‘p onto 3 is continuous, the inverse image 
of T in 2?'/p must be closed. But this is the case if and only if the 
orbit of T is closed. Q.E.D. 
Though not immediately related to the main objective of the 
present paper, because of its interest and close relationship to 
Proposition 1, we give here a proof of the following 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be an exponential group, 9 its Lie 
algebra, g a nonzero element of 9’ and 0 the orbit of g. If 
the subalgebra H, subordinated to g, of 2’ is such that dim H = 
dim Z? - Q dim 0, then the representation ind(H, g) is a finite direct 
sum of irreducible representations of G. 
Proof. We observe first, that the condition on H means, that H, 
as a subspace of _Lp, is maximal self-orthogonal with respect to the 
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skew-symmetric bilinear form B(tr , ea) = ([/i , ta], g) on 3 x J? 
(cf. [14] pp. 490491). We shall organize the proof as in Proposition 1, 
use the same notations, and proceed by induction. 
I. Assume first, that there exists a nonzero ideal f, orthogonal 
to g, of 2. Then we have f C H. In fact, for this it suffices to observe, 
that along with H, H + f, too, is subordinated to g. Therefore, 
the proof in this case follows from the hypothesis of our induction, 
along with the relation ind(dw(H), g) o w = ind(H, g). 
II. Next we suppose, that there does not exist any ideal 
orthogonal to g, but there exists a nonzero minimal ideal f, different 
from the center C of 3. In case (a,), using Lemma 2, one easily 
shows the existence of a subalgebra H, C PO, and that of 
two elements, with H < g, and H < g, , of .Z’, such that 
dim H = dim HI, ind(K g) = ind(H, , 8,) 0 ind(H, , gJ and 
(e, g) = (e, g,) = (e, gz). Th ere ore f it is enough to consider the 
case (a,), when H C 2, . Let 0, be the orbit (with respect to exp To), 
of rg. By virtue of the hypothesis of our induction, to complete the 
proof in case a) it suffices to show, that dim H = dim Z0 - i dim 0, , 
or that dim 0 = dim 0, + 2. But H contains the radical R of B, and 
therefore, denoting by R, the radical of the restriction of B to 
Z0 x ZO, we have dim R + 1 = dim R, . In this fashion finally, 
dim 0 = dim .ZF - dim R = dim 2s - dim R, + 2 = dim 0, + 2. 
As regards case (b), here (b,) cannot occur. In fact, otherwise 
H, = H + f would be subordinated to g, satisfying, at the same time, 
dim HI = dim H + 1, contradicting the maximality of H. Hence 
it is enough to consider case (b,), which can be settled in the same 
fashion, as (aa). 
III. Here we suppose, that none of the previous cases apply. 
Again, in case (al) we construct a subalgebra H, contained in S$, 
such that dim H = dim HI and either ind(H, g) = ind(H, , g), or 
ind(H, g) = ind(H, , g) @ ind(H, , ga), where (c, gj) = (c, g) and 
g, 1 f (j = 1, 2). In fact, th e construction of Proposition 1 yields 
the first relation for subcases (all) and (a,,); for subcase (aia), however, 
it suffices to apply the reasoning of II above. Case (a,) can be 
settled as in II. We leave the discussion of cases (aa) and (b) to the 
reader. Q.E.D. 
3. THE TRACE FORMULA 
As indicated in the Introduction, the purpose of this section is to 
derive an analytic expression for the finite or infinite trace of an 
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operator of the form Tg T, , where T is an irreducible representation 
of some exponential group G, and F is of class CF . The considerations 
of the present section are valid for all exponential groups, but the 
convergence of the formulas obtained here will be established, in 
Section 5, only under some restrictive assumptions. 
Let us denote again by 2 the Lie algebra of G, and let H be 
a subalgebra, of dimension h < dim OEP, of 2. An ordered basis 
(4 , 6 >***> Gn,> of 2 mod H will be called supplementary basis of 
H in 2, if the map of exp H x Rm into G, which assigns to 
(k (t1 > t, ,-**> tm>> (k E exp H) the element &(h) gz(tz) . . . gm(tm), 
where gj(t) = exp(Q) j = 1, 2,..., m, is a diffeomorphism between 
exp H x R* and G. 
LEMMA 5. Let 2 be an exponential algebra, and H a subalgebra 
of 9. Then there exists a supplementary basis of H in 9. 
Proof. We start by observing, that we can restrict ourselves 
to the consideration of the following three special cases: 
(a) H is an ideal, of codimension 1, of _Lp; 
(b) H is a subalgebra, but not an ideal, of codimension 1 in 3’; 
(c) H is a subalgebra, of codimension 2, in 9 such that the 
action of adH on 23/H is irreducible. The general case can be obtained 
from these subcases by iteration. 
(a) G being simply connected, there exists a continuous 
homomorphism of G into RI, such that its kernel coincides with 
exp H. 
From this one deduces at once, that any element, not belonging 
to H, gives rise to a supplementary basis. Let us observe, that since 
in a nilpotent algebra any subalgebra of codimension 1 is an ideal, 
we have proved the existence of a supplementary basis to any 
subalgebra of a nilpotent algebra. 
(b) We write N = [3’, .!Z], and observe, that since by 
assumption H is not an ideal, N cannot be contained in H. 
Let Y be the codimension of N in _Ep, and let {/, ; j = 1, 2,..., Y} be a 
basis of =.Y mod. N, the elements of which belong to H. One shows, by 
iterating (a) that any element a of G can uniquely be written as 
a = g(T) exp n, where n E N, and g(T) = gl(tl) gz( tz) . . . g,(t,.), and 
that the same relation establishes a dtieomorphism between G and 
R’ x exp N. Let us write No = N n H, and using (a), let us denote 
by I a supplementary element of N, in N. According to what preceeds, 
any element a of G can uniquely be represented in the form 
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a = g(T) exp(n,) exp(&) (3” E: Rr, n, E N,); in other words, for any 
element a we have a unique factorization as exp h exp(&). One verifies 
easily, that the correspondence between G and exp H x R1 so 
established is a diffeomorphism. 
(c) Here we have a basis (8, , /J of 3? mod H, such that for 
any h in H: adhe, = 6(h)(JI - ad;), adhe, = S(h)(oleI + /.), where 
01 # 0 and 6 f 0. 
From this it is easy to show, that, with the notations of (b) we 
have dim N/N, = 2. In fact, otherwise we could find an element h 
of H with 6(h) = 1, and two real numbers a, and a2 with uI2 + az2 # 0, 
such that 0 = adh(aJ, + a&,) = (a, + w2) [I + ( a2 - aal) t2 
(mod H), which is clearly impossible. Taking into account this, 
we can finish the discussion of case (c) as in (b), using (a). Q.E.D. 
By virtue of Lemma 5, given any subalgebra H, of a positive 
codimension, of 9, by fixing a supplementary basis (c!, ; j = 1,2,..., m} 
of H in 9, we can identify the homogeneous space r of the right 
classes of G according to exp H with the closed subset (gl(tl) . . . g,(t,); 
(4 >***> tm) E Rm} of G (gj(t) = exp(r!‘#); j = 1, 2 ,..,, m). 
The following lemma, which gives the main result of this section, 
generalizes a major part of Lemma 2 in [IS]. As regards r, an 
identification with a closed subset of G, as indicated above, is assumed 
to have been made. 
LEMMA 6. Let G = exp 2 be an exponential group, T = ind(H, g) 
an irreducible representation of G and v a CF function on 9 (identi$ed 
with G by aid of the exponential map). Then we have the following 
relation 
Tr(T*,T,) = j, (1, ~P(@YY) 8) dh) & - 
Here &(/‘) (8’ E 9’) is as explained at the end of Section 1, A is the 
right coset space of exp H according to exp R, where R is the Lie algebra 
of the stabilizer of g in G (with respect to p), dh and dy are relatively 
invariant measures on A and r resp., and 9(y) is a positive continuous 
function on r, such that the measure dh dy/$(y), when transferred via 
the map a --t ~(a-‘) g to the orbit 0 of g, is an invariant measure. 
The inner integral, as function of y, is continuous and nonnegative. 
Hence, in particular, the operator T, is of class Hilbert-Schmidt 
if and only if the outer integral on the right-hand side converges. 
Proof. We are going to carry this out in several steps. 
I. We denote by da the right-invariant Haar measure of G, 
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used when forming the left-hand side of (3); we write for any s in G: 
d(w) = d(s) da. W e write K = exp H, and choose a right-invariant 
Haar measure dk of K, and put d(tk) = 8(t) dk (t E K). Next we 
observe, that there exists a positive relatively invariant measure 
dy on r, satisfying d(p) = $(s) dy for all s in G, where 
act> = $wt) 4) f or all t in K. In fact, to show this (cf. [18], p. 45) 
it suffices to prove, that the positive character 6(K)/d(K) of K can be 
extended to a positive continuous character of G. Let us denote by 
W(Y) and 2(H) the system of all roots of 9 and H resp. Since 
G(exp h) = exp(Tr(adh)), and Tr(a&) = c n(h) (h E H), 
aEW(X) 
to obtain the desired conclusion, it is enough to establish the following. 
Let 92’(Z) be the system of linear forms, obtained by restricting 
those of 9?(Z) to H; then the system W(H) can be injected into a’(2). 
But this is certainly so, since for each h in H, the set (a(h); a: E S(H)) 
is contained in the set (/3(h); /3 E g(2)). Summing up we can conclude, 
that there exists a subsystem 9 of the roots of 9, such that the 
positive character 
of G satisfies the above requirement. Finally, we can assume dy 
normalized in such a fashion, that we have for any f, which is contin- 
uous and of a compact support on G: 
II. Next we turn to the description of a realization of 
T = ind(H, g). To this end, given y in r and a in G, we write 
ya = +z) . ya, where k(ra) E K and y2 E r are, as we know, 
uniquely determined. Let us put x(exp h) = exp[i(h, g)] (h E H). 
Then T can be realized in L2(F, dy), and for an f in this space we 
have (W)f)(Y) = (#(4>1’2 X@(Y4)f(Y4 
III. Writing 7 in place of q- x v, and taking for f a smooth 
element of L2(I’, dy), we get, by a straightforward computation, 
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IV. Using the final relation of I (with yi in place of y) we 
obtain from this 
(T,.f)(Y) = LxYMYN1’21-1 j, ~w4w>)-“2 XWN fW’4 $w f&l 
= j 
l-1 
Pw(~(YYl))““l-’ (j, ~wvIEw)-“” x(k) e) f(r1) 45 
=I &(Y, Yl)f(Yl) dY1 J-1 
where 
KJ(YY Yl) = Pw(~(rn>)““1-’ j, Tw~n>Mm-“” xw a 
V. Since, on account of 71 = q~- x v, the operator T, = T$T, 
is positive, we conclude, that the continuous function K, on I’ x I’ 
is positive-definite and therefore 
Tr(T*,C) = s, K,(Y, ) 4
irrespective of whether the expressions on both sides of this equation 
are finite or not (for all this, cf. [I3], pp. 116-119). 
VI. Our next objective is to express the function K,(y, y) (y E r) 
by means of an integral extended over the Lie algebra H of K. To 
this end, we write dk = a(h) dh, where dh is a translation invariant 
measure on the underlying vector space of H, and recall, that dh can 
be chosen such that 
a(h) = det 
exp[udh] - Z 
a dh 
!tT??!@$~ (h E H). 
We have, furthermore, 
#(exp h) = G(exp h)/d(exp h) = exp (,.zHj p@))/d(exP hh 
and therefore 
a(h)/($(exp h))l’” = (d(exp h))l’z n 
BEL+UX) 
expW(W 13(h;xp(--480) (h E H). 
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Let us denote by 9 a subsystem of 22(6p), the restriction of which 
to H gives B(H) (cf. I above), and let us put 
h(exp 4) = (d(exp 4)1/2 n exp(M’)) ,/;xp(+(‘)) (GE 9). 
a&% 
Then we have for any h in H h(exp h) = a(h)/#(exp h))‘/“. Observe, 
that evidently h(gag-l) = h(a) (a, g E G). Therefore, writing u(a) for 
the adjoint representation of G and w(e) = q(exp 8) X(exp 8) we 
obtain 
~G(Y, Y) = P’(r) $(W j- ~W’WWN-1’2 x(4 dk 
K 
= LW +bW1 / dexdo(d 4) Next 4 x(exp 4 dh 
H 
= [4r) vWl-’ /,4+-‘) 4 exr4@, 811 a. 
VII. Let us make a choice of a positive translation-invariant 
measure de on 3, and let us determine the analogous measure d/ 
on Y, such that the Fourier inversion formula hold.2 Thus writing 
we obtain 
w(t) exp[i(t, P)] df!, 
44 = s,, 6(P) exp[-i(/, /‘)I dt!‘. 
From this, taking into account, that p(a) = (a(&))‘, and that 
det p(y-l) = det o(y) = d(r), we deduce easily that 
w(a(yl) h) = d(y) 19, b(p(y-l) t”) exp[-i(h, &“)I de’. 
VIII. Let dh’ be the measure, dual to the measure dh on H 
considered in VI, on H’. Taking into account, that H’ = Y/H-L, let 
us determine a measure dhl on HL, such that de’ = dh’ dhl hold. 
By aid of this we conclude, that 
w(++) h) = d(y) sH, exp[-i(h, h’)] F(K) dh’ 
a &’ will be referred to as the dual of & in the remainder of the paper. 
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where 
W) = jHl d(p(y-')(G' + hl)) dhl 
and it is being assumed, that &’ = h’ (HI). Inserting this in the 
final formula of VI, and applying the Fourier inversion formula 
on H, we obtain 
%(YP r>= [$(r)l-’ jH,~b(~-‘)(g + w)) dhl 
and 
Tr(T*,T,) = jr K,(Y, ) 4= j, (j, %4y-W + hl)) dhL) & 
IX. In order to be able to write down the last formula under 
the form it appears in the statement of Lemma 6, we recall the 
following results (cf. Section 1 and [14] Proposition 1, p. 492). If 
T = ind(H, g) is irreducible, and 0 is the orbit of g, then we have 
dim H = dim 2 - 3 dim 0 and g + HJ- C 0. More precisely, 
g + HI coincides with the orbit of g with respect to the restriction 
of p to exp H = K. Let us write R for the Lie algebra of the stabilizer 
of g in G; in other words R = (6 (a&) g = 01. The subalgebra H, 
being a maximal self-orthogonal subspace, with respect to the skew- 
symmetric bilinear form B(/i , &) = ([/, , /a], g) (/i , /s E 2) contains 
R, which is the radical of B. We denote by A the homogeneous 
space of right cosets of K according to exp R. The expression p(K-l)g 
depends on the right coset of k E K according to exp R only, hence 
it gives rise to a map 0 of A onto g + HI. In what follows, we 
show, that the inverse image under 0 of dhi, considered as a measure 
on g + HI, is a relatively invariant measure dA on A satisfying 
d(hk-l) = +(k) dh (k E K). I n order to prove this let us write for a 
sufficiently smooth f on 2’: I(g) = J,,f(g + hl) dkJ-, for a fixed k 
in K: (kf)(e’) =f(p(k) /‘) (el E -Ep’), and let us prove, that 
I(kf) = #(k-l) I(f). We have p(k) g = g + hal, and therefore 
I(kf) = s,,f(g + h,,‘- + P@) hi) dhL = det[p(W kl W; 
but the factor of I(g) on the right-hand side is equal to 
det[u(K)]/det[u(K)I,] = d(k)/G(K) = $(A--‘). 
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Making use of dh, the last equation of VIII can be written as 
Tr(T*,T,) = jr KAY, ) dr = j, (1, %OW) g> dh) $ . 
X. To finish the proof of Lemma 6 it suffices to show the 
following. Let g be continuous and of a compact support on G, 
satisfying g(ra) s g(a) for each r in exp R (a E G). Then, putting 
for a fixed s in G (sg)(a) E g(as-l), and 
we have I(sg) = I(g). Writing ys-1 = K(ys-1) ~7, and using 
d(hE) = #(K-l) dA and d(yf) = #(s) dy, respectively, we obtain 
W+-9) 
ICsg) = I, l/J(y) (j, g@rp) dA) 4 
=J‘ (S 
g(kysx) Wrs-lN 
A l- *(Y) 
dyi dh 
= W) j, ( j, g(b) s(T;)l)) dy) dh 
Therefore to arrive at the desired conclusion, it suffices to verify 
that K(yS-l) = [k(ys)]-l. But this follows from 
y = k(ys) yis-l = k(ys) k(y+) yip = k(ys) k(yis-l) y Q E D . . . 
Let us assume now, that 3 is some connected Lie group with the 
Lie algebra 9. Given an orbit 0, of the kind considered above, in 9” 
we can assign to it an invariant measure as follows. 
Defining p analogously as above, and fixing an element p of 0, 
let us consider the map 0113 from 3 onto 0 defined by ap(u) = p(a)p 
(a E ‘3). Its differential yP = dap is a map from 9 onto the tangent 
space T, of 0 at p, and its kernel, identifiable to the Lie algebra of 
the stabilizer of p, coincides with the radical of the skew-symmetric 
bilinear form B,(ei , /,) = ([/, , /a], p) on 9 x 9’. Therefore, 
there exists a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form wP on 
T, x Tp , such that E$,(wr,) = BP . Varying p on 0 we obtain in 
this fashion a 2-form, which can easily be shown to be invariant under 
the action of 9. Let d be the dimension of 0; the d-form (w)~/~ gives 
rise to a positive invariant measure which we shall call the K-measure 
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of 0. On the other hand, the invariant measure, considered in detail 
in X of the proof of Lemma 6, will be referred to as the canonical 
measure of 0. 
The following Proposition 4 is known in the nilpotent case (cf. [1.5], 
Theorem). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G = exp 3 be an exponential group, and let 
us make a choice of a right-invariant Haar measure da on G, and of 
a translation-invariant volume element d8 of 64. Suppose, that 0 
is an orbit, of positive dimension, in 9’. Then the ratio of the K-measure 
and of the canonical measure belonging to 0 depends on the dimension d 
of 0 only, and is given by (d/2) ! rrdlz. 2d divided by the ratio of da 
and dt at the neutral element of A?. 
Proof. (a) Let us review first the algorithm, provided by the 
proof of Lemma 6, to determine the canonical measure, starting 
from given da and de. First we have to consider invariant measures 
dk and dy on K and r, respectively, such that #(a) da = dk dy holds 
(cf. IV, Proof of lemma 6). Next, we take a translation-invariant 
volume element dh on H, such that the ratio of dk and dh, at the 
natural element of H be 1 (VI.). Let us consider next the measures 
dh’ and de’, which are dual to dh and de, respectively, on H’ and 9’, 
and let us determine the translation-invariant measure dhl on HI, 
such that dt’ = dh’ dhl hold (VIII). Denoting finally by dh the 
measure on A = K/exp R, which is the inverse image of dhl through 
the map k ---t p(k-I) g, where g is a fixed element of 0 (IX), the 
canonical measure is obtained by transferring the measure dh dy/#(y) 
on G/exp R to 0 by means of the map a --+ p(ad) g. 
(b) Let us put r = dim R, h = dim H, n = dim 9 and 
d = 2m = dim 0; then we have n - h = h - r = m. Using 
Lemma 5, let us construct a supplementary basis {fl, z!a ,..., /,) 
of the zero-dimensional subalgebra in 9 such that (8, ,..., /J C R, 
and i4+1 ,..., 4J and {eh+l ,..., 8,) be supplementary basis of R in H 
and H in 57, respectively. We write g?(t) = exp(ttj) (j = 1, 2,..., n) 
and observe, that the canonical coordinates of the second kind 
{t1, t, ,.a*, tn} in g = gl(tl) gz(t2) . . . g,(t,) (g E G) are valid globally 
on G. We denote by da the right-invariant Haar measure, which is 
given at the unity by dt, dt, .,. dt, , on G. Let us put e = Cj”=, y,J, and 
de = dyI dy, . . . dym . One sees at once, that the ratio of da and de 
at the neutral element equals 1. Let us observe that is enough to 
prove Proposition 4 for such a choice of da and de in fact, one sees 
from (a) that, if we change the ratio of da and d/ from 1 to c, the 
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canonical measure of each orbit gets multiplied with the same constant. 
We write 
by virtue of our choice of (lj ; j = r + 1, r + 2,..., n}, the variables 
{ti ; j = r + 1, r + 2,..., rz} in p([a(T)]-l) g furnish global coordinates 
on 0. To prove Proposition 4 it suffices to establish that, if at 
g E 0 c, dt and c, dt (dt = dt,,, dt,,, . . . dt,) correspond to the 
canonical measure and the K-measure respectively, then we have 
c2/c1 = (d/2)! ~rdl~2~. We are going to do this in two steps. 
(c) First we compute c1 using (a). Let us choose the factorization 
$(a) = dk dy in such a fashion, that at the unity e of G we have 
dk = dt, dt, . . . dth and dy = dth,.l . dth+2 . . . dt, . The measure dh, 
corresponding to dk in the sense of (a), on His dh = dy, . dy, . . . dyh . 
We choose a basis {/& , dual to the basis {tj} of 9 fixed in (b), 
of 9’. We write 4’ = cin_ry(i/i and observe that the measures G!Z! 
and dh’, which are dual to d/ and dh respectively, on 9’ and H’ are 
given by dzf’ = (277)” dy; dy; . . . dy; and dh’ = (2x)-h dy; dyi . . . dy;l . 
Therefore, the measure dhl on H-L satisfying d/’ = dh’ dhJ- is the same 
as dhl = (27r)-m dyA+l dy;l+2 . . . dy; . Let us write now 
and 
7 = @,+I, &+2 >...> b) E R" 
h(T) = g,+&+J &+2@7+2) -a. &dh)* 
We put ,o([h(T)]-l) g = g + ~~=h+l yi/j ; then cr is given by (27~)-~ 
times the value D of the Jacobian of the variables {yi ; j = h + I,..., n> 
according to the variables {ti ; j = r + 1, r + 2,..., h) at T = 0. 
Denoting by ai, the partial derivative of y; according to t, at T = 0, 
we have 
(u&Q g = i a&; 9 
j=h+l 
which gives aj, = (4 , (ad/J’ g) = B(1, , fk), where B stands again 
for the bilinear form ([11 , /,I, g) on 3’ x 9, and thus 
D = det(B(8,+,-, /h+k); i, k = 1, 2 ,... , m). 
(d) To determine c2 , in view of the definition of the K-measure, 
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we shall proceed as follows. Let (&+r , tr+2 ,..., tn> be the coordi- 
nates, considered in (b), for 0, and let us consider the 2-form 
OJ = ci j>O m+i 3 8r+j) dt,+ A dt,,, at g; its mth exterior power 
is the ‘same, as c2 dt. From this we conclude, that cz equals 
m! 2”[det(B(8,+i , /,.+j); i, j = 1, 2,..., d)]‘/“. According to our choice, 
/T+i lies in H for i = 1, 2,..., m, and since H is subordinated to g, 
we have B(8r+i , /,.+j) = 0 for i, j = 1, 2 ,..., m. Therefore, the 
value of the above determinant equals D2, and thus finally 
cz/cl = (27~)~ m! 2” = (d/2)! ndi2 . 2d, finishing the proof of 
Proposition 4. 
4. STRUCTURE OF ORBITS 
Let 9 be a connected solvable group, V a finite-dimensional real 
vector space and v -+ av (v E V, a E G) a continuous linear representa- 
tion of B on V. Any real or complex-valued linear form, resulting 
from an irreducible quotient-module of its differential, on the Lie 
algebra of 9 will be called a weight. The following assertion clarifies 
the structure of the orbits of linear representations, with weights 
of a special form, of exponential groups. Corollary 1 will be applied 
in the next section to prove the convergence of the trace formula, 
of Section 3, in certain cases. 
PROPOSITION 5.3 Let G = exp 9 be an exponential group, and 
(v, u) --+ av a continuous linear representation of G on a jinite- 
dimensional real vector space V(a E G, v E V). Suppose, that the 
weights of this representation are of the form (1 + ia) A, where 01 is 
a real number and h a real linear form on 3. Let 0 be an orbit of 
this representation. Then there exists a collection of elements 
(vi , vi ; vi # 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., m} the nonxero members of which form a 
basis of V, a famii’y of functions {Pi(T), P;(T); j = 1, 2,..., m} on 
Rd (d = dim 0), such that the correspondence, assigning to T E Rd 
the element 
is a bijection between Rd and 0. Furthermore, there exist h < m integers 
0 < jl < j, < . . . < j, < m, such that writing Tk for the real variable 
3 This proposition is a partial answer to a problem raised to the author by J. Dixmier. 
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t, , or the pair of real variables (t; , ti} (we have the former ;f vyk = 0), 
we have T = (Tl , T, ,..., T,) E Rd, and 
(1) P;(T), P,“(T) = 0 ( Tl , T, ,... , T,) 
where k = sup s, j, < j. 
(2) Pik(T) + P&(T) = [(exp(a,(l + h) h) - 1)/a& + GJI b(T) 
(TI , T, ,..., T,-I) 
OY 
P&(T) + ip,Z(T) = (G + iti) exp(L(T)) (Tl , T2 ,..., Tk.4 
here we have the first or the second possibility according to whether 
TIC = {tk) or {ti , ti}, respectively. The numbers {ak , LQ} are real, and the 
functions {L,(T)} are linear forms in Tl , T, , . . ., Tkml (k = 1, 2,. . . , m). 
Proof. In what follows we put Jv = (d/dt) (exp(to v)ItEo 
(6’ E 3, v E V). We shall carry out the proof in several steps. 
I. Let v be a fixed element of V, and let us denote by 5’(v) 
its stabilizer; we are going to prove, that S(v) is connected. To 
this end it suffices to show, that if for some k’ in 9 we have 
exp 8v = v, then /v = 0, and thus {exp(t&‘)) C S(v). Considering 4’ 
as an endomorphism of V, let us represent it in the form s + n, 
where s and n are semisimple and nilpotent endomorphisms, 
respectively, of V, and srr = ns. By virtue of our assumption, we have 
exp(-Ns) v = exp(Nn) v for N = 0, 51, -&2,... Let us select a 
basis, compatible with a decomposition into a direct sum of simple 
subspaces of s, of I’, and let us write I/ v I/ for the sum of the squares 
of the components of v E V. If sv # 0, as N tends to + co (or -co, 
resp.) the sequence {II exp(-Ns) v I/} tends to + co exponentially. 
Since, at the same time, the growth of {II exp(Nn) v II} is polynomial, 
we conclude, that sv = 0. But then exp(Nn) v = v for all integral N, 
and hence exp(tn) v = v for any real t, implying nv = 0. Summing 
up we have .&J = (n + s) v = 0, and thus {exp(tr!)) C S(v), proving 
the connectedness of the latter. 
II. Let us choose a (one- or two-dimensional) minimal invariant 
subspace U of V. We put V, = VI U, denote by n the projection of V 
onto V,, and write an-w = z-(aw) (a E G, w  E V). For a fixed v 
in V, let us write S(v) = exp(s(v)) and S(z-v) = exp(-P(rv)). We 
have P(v) C ~(QTv); in what follows, supposing that the two sides 
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are different, we are going to construct a supplementary basis (cf. the 
begin of Section 3) of Y( v in Z(rrv). We shall do this in two steps. ) 
(a) Let us assume first, that dim U = 1. Writing U = {e}, 
and te = X(8) e (LE Z), we distinguish two cases. 
(ai) If z, E U, then we can assume v = e; since n(v) = 0, 
we have Z(n-v)) = 9, and .9(v) = ker A. If 8 in 9’ is such, that 
X(d) = 1, then it is a supplementary element, and exp(&) ~1 = e%. 
(a2) If v E U, then, writing W for the subspace, spanned 
by e and U, of V, and L Jw for the restriction of an element 8 in Z(nv) 
to W, we have 
using (e, v} as a basis. We distinguish two subcases: 
(asI) dim{& r> = 2, 
(aaa) dim{& r} = 1. 
In the first case, by virtue of the demonstration of Lemma 5 
(cf. b) lot. cit.), any element with / Iw f 0 satisfying A(e) = 0, 
is a supplementary element to s(v) in 9(nv). Let us observe, 
that if in addition ~(0 = 1, then we have exp(&) v = v + te. In 
subcase a& any 4’ with G IR # 0 is a supplementary element; if, 
in addition, y(Q = 1, then (exp 4’t) v E v + (eh@jt - 1) e. Let us put 
F(t) E (et - 1)/t. W e can sum up the above discussion by stating, that 
there exists always a supplementary 8 to P’(v) in 9(rv), an element 
v’ in U and a constant a, such that (exp et) z, = v + #(at) v’. 
(b) Let us assume now, that dim U = 2. There exists a 
basis {q, va} of U, and a nonzero linear form 6 on 9, such that 
/vi = S(e)(v, - 01oa), tv, = S(~)(cq + va) (01 # 0). We distinguish 
again two cases. 
(b,) If v E U, then .9(~v) = 9, Y(v) = ker 6, and G 
with S(8) # 0 is a supplementary element. Let us observe that 
replacing, if necessary, (vi , v2) by (aivi + aava , aavi - uiwa), where 
a, and a2 are appropriately chosen constants, we can assume, that 
v = vi (say). We have then, if S(/) = 1, 
exp(&) v = exp t(cos(at) vi - sin(&) Q). 
(b,) If v C U, then writing w for the subspace, spanned 
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by u1 , o2 and V, of V, we have 0VC W for all L in Y(vz)). Similarly, 
as before, we write 
and distinguish three subcases. 
(b,d dim@, y1 , y2) = 3. S ince /E 9’(m) belongs to Z(V) 
if and only if ~~(8) = y2(/) = 0, we have now dim ~P(Tv)/~(zJ) = 2. 
Here the problem of finding a supplementary basis is equivalent 
to the following. Let us consider the 3-dimensional exponential 
algebra consisting of the collection of all 3 x 3 matrices of the 
above form, or, what amounts to the same, the Lie algebra spanned by 
e, , ei and e2 , and satisfying [e, , e,] = e, - ae, , [e, , e,] = aer + e2 , 
0 = [el , 2 e ] and let us find a supplementary basis to the 1 -dimensional 
subalgebra spanned by (e,>. A solution, as one easily verifies, will 
be given by (e, , eJ, or, for the original problem, any pair 
(8, , /.a) C Z(TV) satisfying 6(tJ = 0, ~~(8,) = ai, (i, j, R = 1, 2). Let 
us observe, that for this choice we have 
exp(&l> exp(G2,) v = v + t& + t2t* (h , t, E 3 
(ba2) dim{& yi , ya} = 2. Since the only subalgebra, 
of dimension 2, of the 3-dimensional algebra, considered above, 
is the one spanned by e, and ep , we conclude, that here 6(f) = 0 
for all J in I. We obtain a supplementary basis by fixing /I and 8, 
such that ~~(8~) = Sii (i, j = 1, 2). For this choice, we have again for 
any pair (ti , t2) of real numbers: exp(t#J exp(ta8,) = u + t& + tat2 . 
(b2J dim{% y1 , y2} = 1. S ince, according to our assump- 
tion, P(U) g 9(7i-v), we cannot have at the same time y1 = 0 and 
ya = 0. Replacing, if necessary, (IU~ , ~a) by (ar~r + a2va, 8a~r - alv2), 
where a, and a2 are appropriately chosen numbers, we can assume, 
that y2 = 0, say. Any element 8, satisfying yl(e) = 1 (8~ I) 
will be a supplementary element, and an easy computation shows 
that, for this choice, 
exp(te) u = u + Re((exp[G(/)(l + zk) t] - 1)/8(&l + ia)) o1 
+ Im((exp[S(O(l + ia) t] - l)P(4>(1 + ia)) vz. 
Writing again F(t) E (et - 1)/t, the result of the discussion of 
case (b) can be summed up as follows. If dim P(Tv)/~(v) = 1, there 
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exist a basis (v’, v”) in U, a supplementary element &, numbers 
a and 01, and a constant vector x such that 
exp(tt) v =_ x + t ReF(a(1 + ia) t) zl’ + t ImF(a(1 + ia) t) v” for all t. 
If dim Z(TW)/~(V) = 2, we have a supplementary pair (a’, d’), such 
that exp(t’Q exp(t”d”) z, = x + t’v’ + t”v” = exp(t’4’ + t”t”) V. 
III. Let us consider now a Jordan-Holder sequence 
V, = V 1 V, 1 . . . 3 I’, = (0) for our representation; we have 
dim( Vi-,/Vi) = 1 or 2. We denote by z-~ the projection of V onto 
v/v, (j = 0, 1, 2 )...) m), and write u7rgw = njaw (CZ E G, w E V). Let 
v be a fixed element of the orbit 0 appearing in Proposition 5. We 
have 9 = ,Ep(z-,,(v)) I %‘(n,(v)) > . . . 1 ~(T~,~v) = R, where R is the Lie 
algebra of the stabilizer of V, and therefore there exist h < m 
indices 0 < j, < j, c . . . < jh < m, such that A?(~T~-~u) 3 ~(T~v), if 
and only if j = j, for some K = 1, 2,..., h. Let us carry out now the 
construction of II above, by substituting in place of V, V,, and v 
lot. cit. V/ Vjkwl , V/ Vjlc , and Slav. Let us denote by t, ((4, ti)), 
8k ((8; , t[), resp.), and v~~((v;, , v;~) the objects so obtained 
(R = 1, 2,..., h). We write Vet 
by {(u; , v;); j = 1, 2 ,.a., 
= 0 if dim Vjkpl/ Vjk = 1, and denote 
m} a system of elements of V, having the 
following properties. For all j, v; # 0; v; # 0 if and only if 
dim Vj-,/Vi = 2; for j = j, (vi , vy) is as previously defined, and 
the set of all nonzero elements give a basis, compatible with the 
Jordan-Holder series (V,}, of V. Let us write Tk = t, if v;~ = 0, 
and Tk = (t; , ti) otherwise; also, we put gk( Tk) = exp(tklk) (exp(t;tk), 
exp(tztL), respectively) (K = 1, 2,..., h), and 
tdl’) = g1V1) gztT-2) ‘-0 !Th(Th) (T = (T, , T, ,..., Th) E R”). 
The map, assigning to T E Rd the point g(T) v of the orbit 0, is a 
bijection between Rd and 0, since, by virtue of our construction, 
the set of elements (8, , C$ , c!;}, when taken in the necessary order, 
gives rise to a supplementary basis of R = Z(v) in 9. (Observe, 
that now we use, as we obviously can, the supplementary basis on 
the left, instead on the right, as in the definition of this notion at the 
start of Section 3). Let us write 
g(T) v = g (P;(T) v; + P;(T) v;) (T E Rd) 
j=l 
and show that the system (Pi , Py} has the properties claimed in the 
statement of Proposition 5 (we write P; = 0, if v; = 0). (1) To 
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prove, that Pi , Py = 0 (Tl , T, ,..., Tk) (j = 1, 2 ,..., m), where 
K = sup s (j, < j), we observe that, with this notation, by virtue of 
our construction, we have (T E Rd) 
Since the elements (~T~v; , njvL ; u = 1, 2,..., j) form a basis in 
7rjV = V/Vi, the conclusion is evident. (2) Here we are going to 
distinguish two cases (a) dim Vj,-,/Vjk = 1. Then we have (cf. the 
end of II(a) above) gk( Tk) rikv = rrjhv + t$(a,t,) njinvik . 
Since, if v; = 0, we have for all e in 9: exp /vi = exp[A(e)]v; (Vj), 
we conclude, that 
where Lk(T) is some linear form in Tl, T2 ,..., Tkel . (b) Here the 
reasoning, taking into account the summary of 1I.b above, is similar, 
using the following rule of computation. If (vi , vup) is a pair of vectors 
in V (say), such that 
(exp t) vi = exp[S(l)](cos[&3(b)] v1 - sin[a8(8)] vz) 
(exp 8) v2 = exp[G(L)](sin[ar8(7?)] vi + cos[cuS(G)] v.J 
(e E a 
and if v = a,v, + a2v2 , then (exp d) v = ulv, + u;vs , where 
u; + iu~ = exp[S(/)(l - iol)](a, + z&J. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. The orbits of a representation, as in Proposition 5, 
are open in their closure. 
Proof. We are going to use the same notations, as in the proof 
above. Obviously, it suffices to show the following. Let (T’*)} 
(n = 1, 2,...) be a sequence of points of Rd, tending to infinity with 
increasing n, and let us assume that the sequence (g(T(“)) v> of 
points of 0 converges to v0 ; then v0 cannot belong to 0. We denote 
by k the smallest index K = 1, 2,..., h such that Thfi) -+ co; passing 
to a subsequence, if necessary, we can suppose, that at the same 
time Tim) -+ Tj”) as n -+ + co, j = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1. Replacing V 
by V/Vi* we can also assume, that K = h. Let us suppose, now, that 
v. is an element of 0; we have then v. = g(T), T = (TV , 72 ,..., TV) E Rd. 
Since the variables (or pairs of variables) Tl , T, ,..., Thwl form a 
system of parameters, in the sense of Proposition 5, for ~j’jh-l 0 
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in V/Vjh-l , we have T. = T,‘o’ (j = 1, 2 ,..., h - 1). We assume, 3 
that at the same time 
say, where ah # 0. Replacing T by T(“), and letting n tend to +CO, 
we obtain the equation 
-l/a,(l + &) + G,(@‘,..., T$!,) 
or exp[a,(l + iah) T,J = 0, w IC is impossible. The other possibility h’ h 
can be handled in a similar fashion. Q.E.D. 
The following result, which will not be used again, is of an 
independent interest. Let 59 be a connected and simply connected 
solvable group; its maximal connected nilpotent normal subgroup M is 
called its nilradical. We say, that the nilradical of 3 is regularly 
embedded, when the orbits, obtained through passage to quotient 
from (&(a-l))’ = p(a) (a E 9), of G on& (= the set of all equivalence 
classes of irreducible unitary representations of JV, equipped with 
the hull-kernel topology; cf. 2 above) are countably separated. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be an exponential group. Then its nilradical 
is regularly embedded. 
Proof. Let us observe first that, by virtue of Proposition 2, the 
canonical map from q’/pN onto fi (here iV = exp 7 is the nilradical 
of G = exp 3) is a Bore1 isomorphism (cf. Proposition 2.5, p. 7 
in [I]), and therefore it is enough to show, that the orbits of G on 
q’/pN (here pN is defined as p, but relative to N) are countably 
separated. We denote by T the representation, which is contragredient 
to the restriction of the adjoint representation of G to 7, of G 
(pN = restriction of T  to N). Applying Corollary 1 with V = 7’ 
and 7, we conclude, that the orbits of 7 are open in their closure, 
and therefore (cf. [7], Theorem 1) are countably separated. Hence, 
finally, the same holds true for the action of G on q’/pN . Q.E.D. 
5. GROUPS WITH ALGEBRAIC ADJOINT 
Before proceeding, we list the following corollary of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 7. Let G = exp 9 be an exponential group, 0 closed orbit 
in 3” and dv a positive invariant measure on 0. We denote by dp 
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the measure on 2”, which is concentrated on 0 and there coincides with dv. 
If dp is a tempered measure, any operator of the form T, where T is the 
irreducible representation corresponding to 0 and p E C:(G), is of class 
Hilbert-Schmidt. 
Proof. For this it suffices to observe that the function cj appearing 
in Lemma 6, being the Fourier transform of a C: function w, is 
rapidly decreasing on 9. Q.E.D. 
Let Y be a solvable Lie algebra of endomorphisms of a finite 
dimensional real vector space. We recall, that Z is algebraic if 
and only if it is, as a real vector space, direct sum of its maximal 
nilpotent ideal, which is the collection of all nilpotent endomorphisms 
of %, and of an Abelian subalgebra of semisimple endomorphisms, 
the complexification of which admits a basis, with elements having 
integral eigenvalues only (cf. [Z2], Theorem 4 p. 53, and Corollary 
of Theorem 1, Definition 2 and Theorem 2 p. 52, respectively). 
Assume now, that 9 is an exponential algebra, such that ad9 is 
algebraic. We are going to prove, that in this case the roots of 9’ are 
real. In fact, let h(1 + ia) be a root of 9; here h is a real linear form 
on 9, and assume that 01 # 0. Then X(1 - ia), too, is a root of 9. 
If ad9 is algebraic, then, according to the definition given above, there 
exist elements [I and /a in 9, such that (h(/J + ih(/J)(l 4 ict) is 
nonzero and integral. But this implies 01 = 0, giving a contradiction. 
LEMMA 8. Let G = exp 9 be an exponential group, such that ad2 
is algebraic. Let 0 be a closed orbit in 9’, and define d,u as in Lemma 7. 
Then dp is a tempered measure on 9’. 
Proof. I. We denote by n the greatest nilpotent ideal of 9, 
and put N = exp n. Let g be a fixed element of 0, and let 
us write 0, = (e’; P = p(n)g, n E N}. Denoting by G, the subgroup 
(a; p(a) 0, _C ON> of G, we prove, that Go is connected. To this end 
let us observe first, that 0, , being the orbit of a unipotent representa- 
tion, coincides with the collection of all elements of Z’, which 
satisfy P(G’) = 0, where P is an appropriately chosen polynomial 
function on 9’ (cf. [15], L emma 1 and the Remark following it). 
Suppose now, that exp /IZ G,, , and let us write F(t) = P(exp(te) g). 
F(t) is a finite linear combination, with polynomials in t as coefficients, 
of some real exponentials in t, and in addition F(m) = 0 for 
m = 0, fl, &2,... From this we conclude, that F(t) = 0, and in 
this fashion {exp(t/)} C G,, . 
We denote by _EpO the subalgebra, corresponding to Go, of 9. 
It is easy to see, that we have go = n + R, where R is the Lie algebra 
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of the stabilizer of g with respect to p. In fact, we have clearly A$1 n 
and Z,, 3 R, and therefore Z0 1 n + R. Conversely, if {E gO, there 
exists an element n in n such that (ad4)‘g = (adn)‘g, and thus 
& - n belongs to R. Let us put R, = n n R, and let us select 
a supplementary basis (k, ; j = 1, 2,..., s} of n to RR, . Since 
Y03n3[Z,.Z],analgebraicbasis(&“;j= 1,2,...,r}ofoEPmodg0, 
will be, at the same time, a supplementary basis of dp to .YO , [cf. (a)in the 
proof of Lemma 51. It is easy to see, that the system {/r ,..., e,. , k, ,..., k,} 
is a supplementary basis, of 2, to R. Let us observe, incidentally, 
that since we assume, that ad9 is algebraic, according to what we 
saw above, the members of the system {tj} can be chosen in such a 
fashion that there exist a basis {vi ; i = 1, 2,..., n = dim 9) in Y, 
such that we have (udk’j)’ zti = mj,ivi for all j and i, where the mj,i 
are integers. Let us write 
g(T) = exp(&) evW2 . . . exp(44) (T= (t,,t,,...,t,)ERr) 
and 
h(Z) = exp(z,k,) exp(x&J . . . exp(z,k,) 
Then we have 
where Lj( T) is a linear form, with integral coefficients, in T, and 
Pi(Z) is a polynomial in 2 (j = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
II. Let us write dZ = dx, dx, . . . dx, ; dZ gives rise to a measure, 
invariant under p(N), on 0, (cf. [13], p. 121, Remarque), and as 
such, is uniquely determined up to a positive constant factor. dZ is 
invariant with respect to p(G,,), too. To see this, it is enough to show, 
that 0, carries at all a measure, invariant under p(G,,), for this 
must then coincide with dZ. The condition of the existence of this 
measure is, that, for any r in R, the trace of adr over Z0 and R, 
respectively, coincide. This is equivalent to Tr(adr IJ,a) E 0 (for 
all Y E R), which follows immediately from the identity B(adre, , 8,) = 
--B(/, , adrr$) (B(J, , 8,) = ([tl , es], g)) valid for all /r , 4s in 9 and r 




where f(g) is a sufficiently regular function on 0, is invariant 
under p(G). To this end, since any element of G can be written as 
g( T,,) g, (7’s E R*, g, E G,), it is enough to prove, that the above 
expression does not change as we replace f(g) by f(p(g( T,)) g) or 
f(p(g,)g). In the first case this follows from g( T,) g(T) = g( 7’ + T,Jgi , 
in the second from g,g( T) = g(T) gb (gi , g,” E G,), this being valid 
for any given T, T,, and g, E G, . 
III. If (T, 2) tends to infinity in Rr+s, g(T) h(Z) tends to 
infinity mod exp R. Therefore, according to the proof of Corollary 1 
to Proposition 5, p(g( T) h(Z)) g cannot converge to any point of 0, 
and thus, since 0 is closed, tends to infinity in 3”. Let us write 
Q( T, 2) for the sum of the squares of the components, with respect 
to the basis {ai> considered in I above, of p(g(T) h(Z)) g. According 
to what we have just seen, if (T, 2) tends to infinity, Q(T, 27) will 
increase indefinitely. 
IV. Summing up, 
following. Suppose that 
to prove Lemma 8 it suffices to show the 
where {Pj(Z)) and {Li( T)} are of the kind as described at the end 
of I. We assume, that Q > 0, and that it tends to + co, as (T, 2) 
moves to infinity in R r+s. Then there exists a positive constant b, 
such that 
s Rr+S @CT> z)]-” dZ dT < +co. 
Let us denote by 1 the interval [0, + co], and let us show the 
convergence of the above integral, for a sufficiently large b, over 
I’ x Rs, say. Assuming 
Lj(T) = i a$, , 
i=l 
we put 
-ai = inf(O, iIjlf aji) and bd, = a, + aji > 0. 
Writing et< = ui (; = 1, 2 ,..., r), we obtain 
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Let us denote the numerator of the right-hand side by R( U, 2) 
(U = (f4 , UP ,.“, u,) E Ii’); this is a polynomial in U and 2. To 
arrive at the desired conclusion, it is enough to prove, that 
i J~XRS [(2(T, Z)]-b/~l~, . . . u, . dZ du, . . . du, < + co (J = [l, +a)) 
provided b is sufficiently large. We denote by j/ U II2 and 1) 2 )12, 
the sum of the squares of the coordinates of U and Z respectively, 
and observe that it suffices to show that there exist constants A and a, 
such that 
as r tends to + co. In fact, our assumptions on Q give at once, that 
A > 0 and a > 0. To establish this relation, we are going to follow 
closely a reasoning of Hormander (cf. [9], p. 276, Lemma 2.1; cf. 
also [S]). Let us consider the polynomial relations 
R( u, Z) = ,up;~ .*. up, I/ u \I2 + I( z 112 = Y2 and ui>l((i=1,2 ,..., r), 
where Y and p are indeterminates. According to the theorem of 
Torski-Seidenberg, there exists a finite number S, , S, ,..., S, of 
polynomial equations and inequalities in p and Y  such that, for 
a given pair (u, Y), the previous relations have a solution in U and Z 
if and only if (CL, r) satisfies all the relations contained in one of 
the Sj (j = 1, 2,..., m). Next we observe, that each of the systems 
(Sj> must contain equations. In fact, otherwise, for reasons of 
continuity, along with any pair (p, Y) the new pair (p’, r), where 
p’ < p is sufficiently close to p, too, would be admissible. But 
this is impossible, since the expression R( U, Z)/u~uI . . . up does 
achieve its minimum if ui > l(i = 1, 2,..., r) and11 U112 + /I Zj12 = r2. 
Let us denote this minimum by p(r), and let us write P(p, Y) for the 
product of all polynomials, corresponding to polynomial equations in 
any of the {Sj}. Then we have P(p(r), r) E 0 for all positive r, and 
p(y), for r sufficiently large, satisfies identically one of the irreducible 
components of P(p, r). Hence, taking Puiseux expansion, we conclude, 
that P(Y) = A+(1 + o(l)) f or r -+ + co, which proves our statement, 
and along with it Lemma 8. Q.E.D. 
We sum up the previous results in the following 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an exponential group with the Lie algebra dip, 
and assume, that ad9 is algebraic. Let 0 be an orbit in 3’; then the 
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corresponding representation T is CCR if and only zf 0 is closed. 
Furthermore, if 0 is closed, and IJI E C:(G), then the operator T, is of 
class Hilbert-Schmidt, and we have the following relation 
Tr(T~T,) = 1, &(fl) dv 
Here B is the Fourier transform, with respect to a positive translation 
invariant measure de on 9, of the function q~” x p), considered as CT 
function on 9 through the exponential map, multiplied with the expression 
where 9 is a certain subsystem of the roots of 9, independent of cp, 
and A denotes the modular function of the right-invariant Haar measure 
da on G, that is d(sa) = A(s) da (s E G). dv is a positive invariant 
measure, obtainable by the same algorithm, as the canonical measure in 
the nilpotent case. The integral on the right converges absolutely. 
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